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1. Abstract
This deliverable summarises first the type of data which the project intends to release,
namely, publications, software, professional data and derivatives. It outlines the access
strategy for each type of deliverable, which is standard open access for the publications
and partly open access for software, and the rest of professional data. It discusses
technical details of hosting, cost, transfer, security, etc. The plan will be updated in the
reports dealing with WP8 and WP9.

2. Data summary
According to the Description of the Action (DoA), SAUCE plans to generate several
types of data where granting access is relevant: Publications, Software, Data generated
by the Consortium and some Results. Let us discuss briefly each of them.
SAUCE is a Research and Innovation Action (RIA). As such, from the research
component of the project a number of Publications are expected to be produced.
Regarding Software, and as indicated within the DoA, software developed by the
industry partners will not be released to the public, it will become part of new
commercial products of some companies, or will reinforce their competitive advantage.
On the other hand, SAUCE will likely produce new developments of basic libraries of
WebGLStudio1, a 3D Web graphics software framework of UPF-GTI, which will be
made accessible, without conflicting with the industrial strategy of partners. Similarly,
the overall strategy of some developments by FilmAkademie is to make them publicly
available.
Most data that the project will be working on is professional, protected by IP - as is
especially the case of DNeg -. However, within the framework of evaluation (and
demonstration) through experimental productions, SAUCE will generate some
professional data. All data professionally acquired without IP issues will be made
publicly available. All data with IP rights belonging to owners outside of the consortium
will be kept in-house, and handled with special care. If a project partner collects data
originated by a third party relevant for the aims of the project, SAUCE will aim at
supporting its wide availability, always in terms which respect the rights and goals of
the creators.

1

http://www.webglstudio.org
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